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GLOSSARY OF NOTATION

Symbol ' " Description

A
. •* •

Interval limit for lmgth of curve

Ak Interval .limit for number of samples-' Io curve

A (k) Element similarity

A(k,r) Element similarityforhhftteScurves

c n Fourier coefficient

D ux.old Absolute displacement of original curve .Li x di rectlon

Dx, new Absolute displacement of smoothed curve io x di rectioo

D , uy, old Absolute displacement of original curve Io y direction

D y,new Absolute dIsalrcrmrot of smoothed curve Io y di mctlon

f(£) Continuous filter function

f(k) discrete filter fuoctioo (

L Curve length '

Lj Curve length of shortest curve

L2 Curve length of longer curve .

£ Length parameter

N Number of elements In curve

R Ineem l 'Ilmir orr''salts
• o

R ’ A (x) 
*1*2

R. a (t) 
*1*2

Cross-correlatioo •0uocti0o

Normalized- cross-correlation function .— .

S(£) Smoothed cui*ve
*
S*1*2 Slmllaniay funcioon
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Glossary of Notation (Continued) “
■ / ' ■ ' ' ' ' ■ ' / . ■ '■ ■ ■■ ■ '

Symbol Description

s] . (t)
M22 •

S. . . (t) 
9 1 ?2 

x(£)

Similarity function for shifted. ■ curves

Modified similarity function . for shifted.curves

. ■ Continuous x coordinate function

xsW Smoothed continuous■x . coordinate function

X.i »ave x coordinate of point . i of average curve

Xu .

Ax(k)

x coordinate , of piint i of curve j f

Relative discrete displacement in x-direction

AXg(k) Smoothed Ax(k)

Ax$(k) Modified smoothed Ax(k)

yU) Continuous y coordinate function

ysU) Smoothed continuous y coordinate function

y.i ,ave y coordinate of point i of average curve

y>j 

Ay(k)

y coordinate of point i of curve j

Relative discrete displacement in-y direction

Ay)(k) Smoothed Ay(k)

Ayg(k) Modified smoothed Ay(k)

W Interval limit for length of filter

Wk Interval limit for number of samples in filter

w.
J 

a(t)

Weighting -factor for curve j

Direction function - for larger semicircle

B(Jl) Direction function for smaller semicircle

Yn Angle with unit of radians



In . this thesis ' report, interactive algorithms'to aidJn ' the' 

analysis of - fluid • flows ■ ai^e presented. Special . functions . and . 

algorithms . to '-average, smooth, • and calculate' the similarity 

between digitized curves were developed. The developed routines • 

process the images in.the spatial domain, thereby eliminating 

the.need to-calculate - discrete Fourier and . inverse Fourier 

transforms. The algorithms are effective, efficientyand fast.

As an integral part of the algorithms, special data buffer-routines ,• 

for the effective data manipulation of curves, as well as cursor 

routines, were developed. An arbitrary set of frames consisting 

of curves or an arbitrary set of curves, can be - averaged or
- ♦ • ■ -

smoothed. Curves can be smoothed with a modified,-variable 

convolution filter. A special function, makes it possible to express . 

the similarity of two curves in a numerical value. This technique 

can be used to study time effrcts—i-n- -fluid flows. Noise. reduction 

can be obtained by averaging and smoothing a set of . curves.



InJNTWDUCTION. .

This report describes the underlying theories and - algorithms- 

for an . interactive image processing and pattern recognition program 

that can'be used in'the analysis of digitized flow patterns. To 

aid in fluid flow analysis, a television/computer system is-set up 

in . the fluid mechanics laboratory of - the Mechanical Engineering 

Department of Lehigh University. 'The actual. . setup Is described 

and explained in . Chapter 2. ~

Nojse and disturbance reduction through successive averaging 

of images is one of the main goals of the program. For this purpose 

the digitized images are stored in a mass storage device and are 

processed off-line. In the future, it should be possible to extract 

features from the flow patterns that can be used in the generation 

of a data base. The setup will facilitate the-analysis process by 

increasing speed and accuracy - and by. .providing the possibility of 

new analysis techniques. ,

Currently the hardware and software to generate digitized 

curves from the ' actual flow patterns is in place. Chapter 2 

describes the flow visualization technique that is used in . 

conjunction - with.a television system and synchronized lighting. 

The television images are digitized, then.preprocessed,' and 

algorithms employed to generate - the digitized curves in binary form. 

Once the curves are in this form, ' it is ^possible to carry out a 

number of operations on them.
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The'^bjectlves".. of the thesis .work presented In.th is-'report

are - to:' ’ . . ‘ '

a) develop theory and algorithms to average a set-of'curves.

b) develop theory and algorithms which-make it possible to

filter/smooth a curve. '

c) develop theory and.algorithms that-are capable of expressing "*

the'similarity between two.curves in a numeiica1'value. ‘

d) combine the above in a-flexible.and interactive software 

program that can aid in the analysis of flow patterns.

A selection from among the presently available analysis and ' 

processing ' techniques has to be made Io order to find the most 

suitable one. Additionally, It Is orcrssary to develop new 

principles for those functions that cannot be performed by currently 

known techniques. Capacity, Io terms of , the number of frames and 

curves that should be processed, as well -as efficiency and accuracy 

requirements, are -auortaot considerations during . the selection of 

the methods.

Based upon previous work done at Lehigh University, and the 

scope of this thesis, several assumptions were made. The first 

assumption is that the digitized curves are available. This means 

that there is.a complete set of frames available, each containing 

well defined digitized curves. Secondly, it.is assumed that ' these 

curves are stored in a chaincode.representation (see Chapter 3)« 

Finally, a highly interactive program is required for further
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analytical work. ' ' Chapter.2 describes the • system setup, the . . , .

presently' known ■ analytical techniques, the more . suitable methods 

for. fluid . flow analysis. Chapter-3 deals wbth the data 

representation and interactive routines that were developed • to 

facilitate.the processing, filtering, and recognition of digitized 

curves, in ,an ■ efficient manner. Chapters 4 and 5 deal with the 

developed processing and recognition techniques. -Chapter 4 

discusses the averaging routines actually used, wMie ■ Chapter . 5 

presents the theories and algorithms that were developed ' so the 

digitized curves can be fI1eernd/smooehnd and recognized. Future ■ 

work and conclusions are discussed in Chapter 6. ■ The actual program 

codes can be found in Kerstens (1985).

-4-



2. ■ IMAGEPROCESSING ' ’ "

' ' ' ■ t

2.1 System Setup .

2.1.1 FH2w_v£sua1lzatjon

The fluid mechanics laboratory of the-Mechanical Engineering 

Department at Lehigh University is equipped with the setup of 

Figure.2.1. The experimental setup consists . of a ' channel through - 

which a fluid (water) flows from-left to right, A conducting wire 

is inserted at the beginning of the channel, and a . pulsed- high 

voltage is connected to the wire. This causes electrolysis of the 

water passing over the wire and generates hydrogen bubbles. The 

hydrogen bubbles propagate with the fluid and form the timelines.

The triangular obstruction in the- middle of Figure 2.1 is a 

stationary or oscillating body that distorts the.fluid flow and thus 

the timelines. The timelines. contain information about the fluid 

flow (velocity, both amplitude and direction) and can be used to 

characterize and analyze the flow. Light is reflected at the .

timelines and regions of high intensity are created at their position. 

A video camera is placed above the channel and records the illuminated 

timelines. The times at which pictures are taken, can be triggered 

in such a way ' that they are synchronized with a ' particular position 

of the oscillating body. After recording on the ■ television, the "" 

image of timelines is digitized by an analogue/digitai convertor 

(ADC) with 256 quantization levels (8 bits). The resolution per

-5-



frame • Is 211 -x 165 . pixels. A frame grabber .grabs- ' the . frames ■' • '

which are then"stored or tape. .

2.1.2 Preprocessing .

A good introduction and explanation of several, important 

aspects of Image ', processing can be found in Pavlidis' (1982). The
• ' ' ' ' . . •* . ■ , ■ 

digitized image must be'processed "' before the actual curves can ' be 

retrieved (see.Figure 2.1). , Several methods are Currently in use.' 

in the first method (Gumas 1985) the signal is •HTtered and then
• * •

operated upon by. a threshold operation, which results in the 

generation of a binary image. The resulting timelines are, however, 

still relatively wide. ' The thickness can be reduced by thinning 

algorithms (Pavlidis 1982 and Gumas 1985)' • The resulting pictures 

have a quantization of 1 bit (2 levels) and contain the timelines.

In the second method (Sumas , 1985) a curve tracking algorithm 

processes the original frames with 8 bit quantization levels and 

"tracks" the timelines. The output of this algorithm is a set of 

curves (timelines) in chain code form (see Chapter 3)« An interest

ing method relevant to the foregoing is presented.in Rao (1980). 

Fingerprint patterns are very similar to flow patterns and a 

complete system for the classification of fingerprints is presented 

in Lerner (1983).

2.1.3 Aval1able.hardware_and_soatware .

The preprocessed images are stored in computer files on the

-6-



VAX ' 11/7'80 computer of the\Mecfi¥hTcaTEngineering Department 'of
'• ' ' ■ ' * ■ - ' . ' . . . - ■ ■ • • ■ . . .■ • ■ ■ ’ . . ■
Lehigh ' University. ' ■ . •• 'Several ,high resolution ■ color terminals (VS.1) 

are connected to this computer’and are used in . ■ ’ the advanced
,. . ■ ■ S . . ■ ■ ■ .

processing of the flow pattern.. The resolution of the’ terminals 

is'512 x T8o..pixels and ' they are capable of displaying 16’colors’ ' 

(of which one is .the background color). . Some ’ .graphics routines, 

for'displaying- basic entities, (lines, circles, splines, points, 

windows, labels, etcO.are available and are well explained in 

Ozsoy (lab. 1983).

2.1.A Drrr2ogrd_gaaEtics_ro0twarr

To eotaoce the interactiveness of the developed program, and to 

Increase Its flexibility, It was necessary to develop some'additional 

graphics routines. A set of windows was created (Kerstens 1985) 

to display ' the curves and related information, as well as to display 

system messages. ■ Special buffer routines, that can display and 

remove aamltrraa curves-Io ao efficient manner, had to be Implemented. 

Another requirement was a special cursor routine for . picking curves. 

These routines are explained Io . Chapter/3. •

2.2 Analysis Techniques '

There are at least three techniques available that could Sxe 

used in the .analysis of fiow'paeeernrn':• ’ Fourier descriptors, 

classification techniques, and spatial averaging. The remainder of 

this section will briefly. • discuss each of the’se techniques.

-7-



■ 2.2.1 . Fournea.desualgtoas , ;

Fourier descriptors are often used In,pattern . recognition 

applications because special, modified techniques using Fourier 

descriptors make the descriptors Independent of orientation, 

position, or.scale of . the object to be described. .They can be made

“*■’ solely . a function of the shape of the object (Granlund -172 and 

Zahn 1972). - To understand how Fouaier.desuriators . can be used io , 

the analysis of flow patterns, consider Figure The shape of the

shown cijrve Is - completely described by Its "trogrot angle function":

-(u) £e o»,Ls (2.1)

where . ' '

*(£) Is the tangent angle of the uniform"continuous curve 

at point £s[o,L] .

£ Is the length mrrscard along the curve from its starting 

point to the point of interest.

• L Is total length"of’Ohe cuavr measured along the curve. 

The tangent angle function together with the start coordinates of
*’ * 

the curve uniquely specify the curve. Defining a function s such 

that:
, . ‘ f

A SL £c[o»L]
* (£ + oL) ■ <(£) - y-^n>(L)' - for • n ■, o,+1,+2,... (2'2)

- » '

The function Is periodic and can be expanded . In a complex Fourier 

series:

-8-



■

■ I* s(A). “ Xcn exp ( j ny|') -  (2.3)

' where, . -

■- ■■ W” 2J (2.A)

and, .
. L .• ‘ . •

cn “T (Jl) exp(-joao)d£ (2.5)

The set of ^‘s and Yo*'s called the Fourier descriptors:

(c ,y }°° . In s reaUt^ we have to woak wntc p trunqXted s (floke)
o o n=-°°■ .

set of Fourier descriptors: ..... ’

^Cn’Yn^n—N (2-6)n n n=-N

When this truncated set is used in the reconstruction of the original 

curve, the result will be an approximation, and the difference 

depends on the number of coefficients that is included in the set.

Averaging of curves can be performed■by averaging the Fourier 

descriptors. The curves can be filtered by truncating the set of 

Fourier descriptors and/or by multiplying them with a weighting 

function (Gumas 1985). Similarity■coefficients .can be derived if 

the Fourier descriptors are made independent of the orientation and 

position of the curve.

2.2.2 Classification.technjgyes

The following discussion is mainly based upon the works of

Rao (1980) and Lerner (1983). Fluid flows and fingerprints seem 

to have a lot In common In terms of their image structure. Both

-9"



fluid ■ flow patterns and fingerprint patterns ■ cons.itt"' of . . a set ■ of . ' ■ . . 

curves . or ridge? that.are to' some extent parallel in nature.■ 

Imperfections can create gaps In the'curves of^both patterns . and ' .

it may be, difficult to track the curves due to some ambiguity in 

direction (Gumas, 1985; Rao, 1980).

In fingerprint classification systems, a-preprocessor, first 

averages over small areas of the image to' find'a mean level and. 

then a threshold operation divides the points into two levels: 
black and white. After completion of this operationioiirecrionaa ' 

operators determine the direction of the ridges, and ridge points- 

are linked up to eliminate minor breaks caused by poor inking or 

skin pores. In the next step features are extracted. These■features 

mark the endpoints and the points where the lines that form a ridge 

make an angle with each other (see Figure 2.3).' Analysis of the 

extracted features makes it possible to classify the t>rints. .

The preprocessing techniques used in fingerprint analysis seem 

to be directly applicable to fluid flow analysis. ' However, the 

classification techniques that are used, are a syntactic approach to 

the identification problem. .Therefore, this technique might be useful 

In identifying certain fluid flows, but it cannot be used for 

detailed analysis of the fluid flows. It is ,.aso impossible-to 

average curves or to calculate similarity coefficients with this 

technique. . The preprocessor used in this technique provides some 

means of smoothing or filtering'the curves by averaging the direction 

of the curves over small areas of the Image. '

-10-



,2.2.3 Sgat£j^1_Averagrt^c^.- -

In - • spatial '.aveaaglng , the curves areaverageddlrectly t n the 

spatial domain. By taking sptrifir points on . two curves-(ste 

Chapters - 3 and A) and taking the averages of corresponding-points 

on both - curves, the average curve is calculated. The data. .

representation that is used In' the.averaging process cm.also be 

used in the' ' developed smoothing ahd sgfriigrigy'calculation 

algorithms '(eeA happee h 5) . T'a i h eey. ccuuraeg . -
relatively fast, and can be applied to an arbitrary^umber of 

curves.

2.3 Method Selection

The Fourier descriptor method require-.the calculations of 

discrete Fourier transforms and discrete inverse Fourier transforms. 

These computations are relatively time consuming-and costly. 

FurPhtemort, smoothing or 'filtering of the curves' by truncating the 

set of Fourier descriptors ' will not.preserve the endpoints of the 

curves (Gumas, 1985). Data storage requirements can be reduced by 

storing only a few of the Fourier- ■descuippoue per curve where one 

has to make a trade-off between the number of descriptors to be 

stored and the accuracy of the.representation. . However, these 

savings might not be as large as originally envisioned. Consider the 

following example. Suppose one gets a satisfactory representation 

by only storing 10% of the Fourier coefficients. Since every 

coefficient contains 'both amplitude and phase Information - It-is

-11-



“ represented ■ by ' tkrc real numbers (twr Faurler 'descriptors out -

rf tCec set defined ’ Io paragraph 2.2.1). c In standard- ‘ arrcisian -

FORTRAN 77, 'each real number requires frur b^tes af•memara• '.o if 

N Is the number of u)r00luleots,then one needs 0.10 x N x 2 x 4 = 

0.80 N bytes rf 'mrmaay tr sirre 10% rf ttsosfficients. Representing 

the curve by- a chalncadr (see c'Chcpter 3) Is -possible .with one byte 

rf m^rry per element, because each ctrl'ncadr .clement Is an Integer c 

number betkeen roe and eight (see Chapter ■ 3) and thusc the totas 

amount of memory needed is N bytes. Similarity calculations are 

nrt easily Implemented kitt Facalea descalptars,C since Io principle 

these uaeffiuirots are dependenC rn such factars as scallog, aatrtlao,
A

and traoslatirn. Hrkrrea, the special function <f> , that wps defined 

in arragrrat 2.2.1, Is lndrarndrot rf the aalrotrt|ro rf the curve 

and Is acprincipal candidate fcoutlan frr cir■Io sluilraita 

urrsuaeurots.

UlassI0icrtI)o techniquesc are nrt very accurate and caiort be 

used frr averaging curves. This mrttad alsrcannrt 1 be used tr 

calculate the simllralta mrtkeen twr curves. Spatial averaging ro 

the rttea haod seems tr overcoms all the shortcomings rf the attra
• ♦

mettads. It is very accurate and fast. The data representation 

that Is used In this method Is very efficient and preserves, the 

original curves, including tCeC■staat and rodpalnts. The developed 

smoothing algorithm proves that it Is aasslmle tr smaatt/fi1tra 

curves In the spatial drurin while prrsrariog the start and eodpaints 

-12-



(see Chapter 5). . Finally, similarity calculations can.also be. . 

performed directly' .tn • t^e spatial . domain '(see Chapter • 5) ' and . ' .•.

this method.is, therefore, the most suitable of the three.techniques 

for the analysis of fluid flows.

-13“



3. c DATA c REPRESENTATION AND; INTERACTIVE ROUTINES.

" . s In this chapter■several aspects rf the curve C data- crepresentrtian 

are explained. Saurc special routines. kere developed' Orr the 

eOOiuient storage, oO.curves, and for the interactive selectirn 

of. the curves from a terminal screen. All these routines ‘ are- 

presented ‘ In this utapter c ■ as kell,

' ' . ' ' ' 4 I ■' ■ . / ' .
3-1 Curve prrametrrizrtioo -

. /

3.1.1 ^10^^'■ .
•Every curve crnsists rf a set oO pixel Sc They lie next tr 

each ottrr and together Orrm roe arrticulrr curve. One kay tr 

ararrseot each curve cruld be a rrcradinn oO the x aod y cooadiortes 

rf the center rO each pixel. The disadvantage rf this technique 

Is that kec have tr strre tkr entities per pixel (see Figure 3-1). 

Aoattrr technique uses chain crdes {Pavlidis 1982).' Figure 3-2 shrks 

Cow the chain crde elements are derived. Each pixel Io the curve 

has at least one neighbor. Tte neighbor pixel can be any ooe of the 

rlgtt■■neighmor pixels shokn Io Figure 3-2. By asslgoiog a different 

oumber to each of the ejgtt pixels, roe can coiquely■|dentiOa ktere 

the orlntmoring.pixel Is arsitirnrd. ‘ Each curve is tracked from Its 

start point tr Its end point,.aod 'tCe-■ ■ position ofc each pixel cIs

recorded In the form rf a chain crde that Is derived fromcthe 

position rf the pixel kltt respect tr its preceding pixel. c The only 

rxcrptiao Is the starting pixel, Since this pixel does nrt have a 



predecesoo,., cIts c x . and ■ y ‘ coordinates ‘ are recorded. Figure ' 3«3 

shrksca curve-and■the So ddrived ■ chain,crde ‘ reaoesrntation,

It Is obvious ttat'tCe chain code rea'aesrntation Is a discrete 

araarsrntat)nn., c Hokemr, s no inOramatirn Is lost ' slOce the 

original curve kas already‘digitizedcby■the videocprocessing 
' ■ ■ ' . ' 

equipment.; Since only . one element per pixel ‘ is stored (with 

exception- ‘ ofc the starting point), tCe data or curve representation

Is very eOOiuir:nt, A disadvantage Is that ‘ one uaonstzd■iaeutla

Xrelate a plxel^s chain code- value to a araeiuular position rn the 

screen. One alkay' tas to track tte curve Orcom Its starting point 

to.find out ktere a particular pixel Is located,'

3-1,2 Elrmrnt_lrngth . ■

Each curve consists rO a number oO elements, ktere ao element
■ 1 » •
Is deOined as that part rO the c -curve , a<rparsented c by tCe connecting

/ ...
line mrtwrrn the centers rf tko succeeding.pixels, The length rf 

each element depends rnc the conf<caratlon rf the . tko pixels. 

Considering Figure 3-4, one can see'that the distrour betkeen the 

tko centers oO two succeeding pixels Is equal tr 1 (after norurll- 

zrti)o) |O t1^ have one c sldg In common aod equal to 11 |O toey 

have only ooe,common corner- By adding the length rf all elements- 

that dorm a curve, one can calculate the total length of.the curve.

3,1,3 programsioace

The cstarting point and ctain code rraaeseneaeirn oO each curve

15
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are - Inputs.to 'the - program. ' • The end-of a chain .code representation, 

is - ider^l^^If.ied by "0". For each curve . ' the -rogram ' 'generates three 

arrays. The firsttwo arrays contain the x and y coordinates of 

each pixeS’. The third array stores the length, 'measured along . the 

curve, of that part of the curve that is-located In between the 

pixel of interest and the curve's starting point. If one uses array 

L for this .purpose (see Figure 3.5), then the value' of L(l) is 

either 1 or /l deeending - on how^he. second pixel ij^/iocated with 

respect to the first. The value of L(2)- is either 2, 1'+ /l, or 

2/2 depending on . the location of the - second pixel on the curve with 

respect to the first pixel and the location of the third pixel with 

respect to the second one. There is'another possibility: L(2) can 

also equal 0 if the curve bpnsists of only two pixels.

* The so formed arrays are used in the - averaging, smoothing and 
correlation routines (see Chapters 4 and 5).

However, a different notation . is sometimes.more usefulf In this 

notation the chain code values are converted Into two arrays contain

ing the Ax - and Ay values, of all the chain codes that-form a 

particular curve. ' This is shown in Figure 3*6. Ea-Ah chain code 

element simultaneously represents a Ax and Ay.value that can be 

equal to either -1, 0, or +1. 'A chain code value of 9 is included 

to represent those cases where the next pixel is actually on top of 

Its predecessor. This can occur during the smoothing and averaging 

operations (see Chapters 4 and 5). Since these points do not

-16-



/contain useful ' . Information, . they are . .usual 1 y removed - from the' • chain; 

code' ' representation. Figure 3.7 shows hfw'a'set consisting of Ax 

and Ay values can be converted to.’a chain ' crde description.

Because ■ FORTRAN-does not accept negative or zero subscript values, 

the value 2 - is added'to the Ax and- Ay values and the corresponding 

-chatm code - value - is found by looking. In. an'array containing these

values.. 'Tlje first ' subscript-of this array is the Ax + 2 value and. 

the second subscript is the Ay + 2 value.

The (Ax,Ay) representation is especially useful in.the . 

available display routines, because they require - the incremental 

x and y values as.input variables (Ozsry 1983).

3.1.4 Freeman's cornef_ou tterjnar r'a •

By using Freeman's corner cutter matrix (Freeman, 1961; Gumas, 

1985), one can remove the jaggedness of a'curve. Figure 3.8 shows 

that certain pixels can be removed (the black pixels in this figure) 

without significant loss rf information. In fact the curves look

much smoother after this routine is applied (see-Figure 3.8). After 

applying this routine, the curves never change direction over more 

than ±45° going fr^ the preceed^g two pixe^ (giving toe curresnt 

direction) to the next - pixel in the curve. The method repeatedly 

-replaces-’wo adjacent chain bode elements by the new element(s) 

found tn . Freeman's matrix (see - Figure 3.9). ' . The second (or only) 

new element is used in. the next replacement step, in Figure 3.10 

the routine is applied to the curve of Figure 3.8. Sometimes a 
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single ' iteration Is " not .enough and the. routine ■ has'' to-be- repeated • .' 

until - the •. 'chains ' code • no' longer changes. . • Al though '.the' routine 

smooths the curves, it . only does so on a local basis. Freeman 

(196l)..also .shows how the routine can.'be used'to find the 'shortest 

path between the curve's startpoint and endpoint. This method 

provides maximum smoothing of the curve.. However, unlike-the 

algorithm presented in Chapter 5, no means of arbitrary smoothing 

is provided-by Freeman's.matrix.

3-2 Display routines '

Although some basic graphic routines are already available 

(Ozsoy 1983), some twenty-five additional graphic routines were 

developed to aid in the fluid flow analysis process (Kerstens 1985). 

These routines create a very interactive environment, set up and 

clear the screen, allow the user to change the center of display 

and scaling -factors, provide many options, and quickly allow the 

user to display/average/smooth/correlate (an) arbitrary frame(s)/ 

curve(s) etc. Most of these . . routines are explained In Kerstens 

(1985). .

However,•In order to keep track of which curves are displayed 

wCere on the screen, In an efficient " manner, and to roamlr tCe 

Implerueotati)ncrf the averaging, smoothing, and " correlation routines 

special buffer and cursor routines were developed.- Since eCrse 

routines are fairly complicated and rearrsent a major part of the
■ ' » •

total FORTRAN code, the developed algorithms are areseneed and 
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explained'in the■remaining-twoparagraphs of thi 'S chapter.

3«3 Curve ' storage' buffer- ''

After a ' curve is ' displayed o'n the. screen, it is.'Often used . in 

some further processinn. Suppose the displayed curve . is the 

output of . previous processinn -routines; then it is.necrsspay to 

store the relevant data of this curve so one .can use it in the ' 

future. without having to. recalculate it. Tr accommodate this, 
spe^al buffer rout^es that store pH . relevant ^^a^o0 tte curves 

displayed on the screen were developed. Figure 3.11 shows the 

setup ofcthe buffer while'its components are'explained in the 

remainder of this paragraph.

3.3.1 buffer pointers

,c The c stack contains the main curve data, it contains the Ax 

and Ay arrays, the curve’s startpoint, tCrc curve's color, and a 

lot of attrr information for each curve that is displayed on the 

screen (see Figure 3.11). 'Since curves are continuously removed 

and added to the list rO displayed curves, the stack continuously 

changes. Sr the stack has to be updated quite frequently, and one 

has to keep track of where a particular curve is stored. Suppose 

^s carren S uumer s oS aiaplare S crres s s s N . One.aas ofitOaaig s 

the curves would be to store them in the first N positions of the 

buffer (see stack in Figure 3.H), ' in the order they appeared on th 

screen, and . to remember the current number of dlsplayedl- curves N.
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Assume, ' however, - that ' one- ' wants .to remove ..one of ■ the .ffrst curves ' .

In ■ the stack .from' the ' screen.. Since this ■ curve . is no ■ longer -shown .
- ■. • f - ■ ' ' ■ * .

on the screen, it. also'has . to be removed from the staac'(otherwise '

a stack ■ overflow would quickly . occur). This in turn.creates a gap 

bn'the stack that has. to be closed. Suppose . the ■ ’third curve stored ■ .

In.the stack Is removed from the jcceen.To . close ' the created ' gap, 

the N~3 curves that ■ ' were placed on the screen,^after the . .third curve 

was put on ■ the screen, • have' to be shifted down one position in the 

stack because the third' curve was  removed. Since each • curve can

Contain over 200 data points, this algorithm would be very 

inefficient.

An alternative would be to remember where each curve is stored

in the stack, remember where ...ere are gaps In the stack, and to

fill ..up the gaps with data of the new curves- being -displayed on the 

screen. Basically the new curve data would overwrite the old curve 

data. This is a very efficient algorithm in which no data is re

positioned in. the stack. Implement^^tio■ of this algorithm requires 

that one keeps track of where ' the - curve data is positioned. To 

understand how this can be.done efficiently, one first has to 

consider how the buffer is going to be used. •. ’

As mentioned.in Chapter 2, the data is generated in the form 

of frames each consisting of several curves. Therefore, it is more 

than likely that' at some time one wants to display simultaneously 

a complete frame,, .or. a complete set of curves for that matter, If
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this - is • the case, a • sequence ,.of• curves, should-be ' stored • Io - the 

buffer. . • Keeping • tracw of. the sequences would .mawe it . possible, to 

delete any particular sequence from the buffer (and thus the 

' screen). . -So every sequence of.curves . Is stored and removed. . in
■ ■ ' ’ ■

one shot. However, If this . is the case, . the only thing to'remember 

is the stacw addresses . in which the curve.'of particular sequence • „ 

are stored and the total number of sequences that are currently 

displayed on the screen. .Figure 3.11 shows how thl/ is implemented. 

The stacw addresses of the stored curves is stored in ' ' a .one

dimensional array.in the same order as they appear on . the screen.

This is the array labeled "curve-addresses" in Figure 3.11. Every 

curve of every displayed sequence is stored in this . array. To Weep 

tracw of where a particular sequence . starts in ' the "curve-addresses" . 

array, . a second one-dimensional array, containing the sequence 

positions in the "aedcess-accay", was . pceated. 'This array is also 

shown in-Figure 3.11 and is labeled "sequence-position". Stored in 

this array is the address of the . last curve out of each sequence 

in the "cu^ve-addresses" array.

Suppose the' address of the last curve of sequence N-1 is stored
« , ■

in position x of the "curve-address" array.and • the address of the 

last curve ' of sequence N Is stored in position Y of the "curve- '

address" array. •Then the total number.of curves . - tn sequence N IsV-.

Y - X. So- by weeping tracw of the la’st address of each sequence in 

the "address-array", it is possible to locate the stacw-addresses
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of all -the curves' In ca ‘ partiuulra sequence, ■ The : only . exception 

I? the first c sequence.' ' One caionot find the number of- curves In
■ ■ ■ ' i ■■ ■

■ • f • ■ , ' ,

this sequence by sumstarceinn the position of, eCe' last curve In c 

the previous sequence fooi the a)siei)o of the -ast curve‘In this 

sequence, since this sequence doescnot have ->-predecessor- . However, 

’ Too ehl:- sequence the number of - curves ‘ Is equal to - the pointer value 

and one . can use this, value Instead. The pointer value of the current . 

sequence Is updated each time one adds a curve to this.Sequence. 

After completion, the sequence Is . displayed oo the screeo (note: 

a sequence was defined to be a set of curves that are tarnsferaed 

to the screen simultaneously)- This results In a oew sequence being 

started and this In turn means eCae the pointer Io the "srqurocr- 

arrry" that was identifying the last curve of the then current

. sequence, . Is now pointing to.the.-ast curve of the just completed •'

sequence- A "srqurour-u)uotrr" is kreaion track of the number of 

sequences and Is pointing to the position of the sequeoue-a)siti)o 

pointer of the current sequence Io the "srqurocr•p)sitl)o" rrary 

(see ■ Figure 3-11)- As uroti)ord before, to keep track - of the curve1' 

stack-addresses Is not enough. It Is also important to keep track 

of the nras In the buffer, because oew curves have to be stored In 

these positions of the stack. To do so efficiently, the available 

stack-addresses are stored Io a one-dimensional arrra called 

"rrallrmle•rddrrssrs" (see Fincrr 3»11). A a)inerr keeps track-of 

how many of the addresses are still available- Each time a new
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curve, c i.s- cstored, an. address - Is removed ■ from the "top x)f " the-- 

•"avaI1able•addarsses" array, . - the pointer value (pointing' . to- this- - c - 

arapa) Is■lowered by one, tCrrrmy pointing tp the next■available; ' 

stack-address, the sequeoce-positloo pointer is - incremented by 

one, thereby pointing to the next.position Io the "curvr•addrrsses" 

array, ■ aod the address that was just. removed - . from/the "available- . ■_ 

addresses" array Is stored IO the "uurrr•rddressrs" arraa, thereby. 
pointing to the ' gap Io . the 'staeckwheoe - the data ofthe new curve 

will be stored.

So, a mioimum of data mroiaulatioovtakes place each time a oew 

curve Is stored. All the relevant curve data are oow stored In the - 

stack.

If a curve Is removed from the stack, a similar routine takes 

place. - One can remove any sequence from the screen aod .thus the . 

stack. If a sequence Is removed, the stack-addresses of all the 

curves' io eCae sequence are removed from the "cuarr•rddresses"'raaay 

and stored Io the "rrailamlr•rddarssrs" aaraa. The pointer to the 

"avrllamle•addrrsses" array Is . updated and Is eCcs still pointing to 

the first available-address Io that prraa. - The gdp - Io the "uuarr- 

addresses" - array is removed by shifting up all'the curve-addresses
* • • ' f

of the curves In the sequences that followed the removed sequence. 

Accordingly, the sequrour•a)siti)n pointers to - these srquences'aae 

adjusted.- The gap In the "srqcrour•p)sltion" - array (created by the - 

removal of the pointer tocthe removed sequence) Is removed Io a
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■ .• '• • ' f ‘ ' ' ■■ ' ■ ■ •. • ■ • ■ ' • V .. • ■ • • ■ • ■ . ' '' ' • Z ' • '

similar fashion.' Since.one -Sequence was ■ removed, - the "sequence- 

counter".value - Is - decremented by 1. - The data - of ' the- curv^jsfhat - 

were removed is not removed'from • the stack?- 'If . a'new curve is 

stored at' this position In the stack, Its data - will simply be 

written ' over the old curve data. - Again - - a minimum amount of data 

manipulation.was required to remove.a complete - sequeece*of.curves 

from - the stack and thus the screen.

The - buffer routines-form -an integral part of^the image 

processig' algorithms. They provide a means of efficient curve 

manipulation and data storage. Without them the flexibility of the 

routines would be greatly reduced and The implementation of 

similarity measurements (see Chapter 5) would become a very- 

difficult task. .

J • . _
3.3.2 Stored_cu£ye_data ■ ■

The stack consists of three arrays (see Figure 3-11)- When a 

curve is stofed, the data of the curve is divided over the three . 

arrays. The stack-address of the curve is the same for all three 

arrays. The first array stores the Ax and Ay values (see section 

3.1.3) of the - curves. This is a - three-dimensional  ' integer array. 

The three subscripts of this array are: curve-address - (first 

subscript), Ax or Ay (second subscript is l.for Ax and 2 for Ay), 

and pixel number (third subs-cri-pt )•.-■■ - The second array Is a two

. dimensional integer array - that stores other relevant data of a
I •

curve. The two subscripts of this array are: curve-address (first
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subscript-)., ■ and ■ relevant • ■ data number (second subscript)." ■ ■ 'The ' . ■ ' ;~ ‘ ' . . • . . ■ • ' ‘ • "■ ■ • . ' • ' ‘ . • . • ) ; '. ' ) • . ■ ■ • ) .' • • . ) '' f ■ ' ■ ' ‘ ’ . . . . ' ' . • " ■ .
relevant ' data Is ' always • stored In 'the , same order ' (see Figure , .^.l!)*

The first data element is reserved for’.the x-cootdinate of ■ the

startpoint of ■ the curve.. The • second data element stores the-y- 

coordinate•of the^startpolnt of the curve) .Also stored are the 

current color'of the curve, ■ the,number of ' Ax elements-(or Ay elements) 

in the curve' (this number is equal to the number of pixel's- in the 

curve -1), the label-type', label-sw-tch, ' curve number,frame number, 

and. window of display, A curve can be Identified by looking- at its 

curve and frame number) Each frame has a unique number and ■ each

curve within a particular frame also has a unique number) ■ The curve 

numbers are displayed either above or below the'starting.points of 

the curves) Studying Figure 2)1 reveals why this. ■ is convenient) 

The general direction of the curves in the upper half of the'screen 

is always downwards while the general direction of the curves in the 

bottom half of the screen is always upwards) So ' curve labels can
. . -.. . •

always be put above the startpoint of the curve ■ if the curve is in

the upper half of the screen and below the startpoint if the curve

Is located in the bottom half of the screen) The curve labels 

consist of the curve's number and an optional ' character telling if 

the curve is the output of an averaging (see Chapter A) , or smoothing

(see Chapter 5) operation. This information ' results in a unique 

label ' code that Is stored In the label-type location of .thesecond 

stack array) A . label can be switched on , or off and Its current 
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stauss-. ■ H . . stored: - In the . - label-switch location ' . of ■ - the ' Second - stack 

array.'- The.di.splay-wlndow location of - the stack array ' keeps - track 

of the window In which the curve Is displayed ' (either full-screen 

or not, see ' Kerstens-1985).

The third stack array 1s a'two-dimensional real array. - 1t 

contains, the scaling factor and .center. Of display (x' arid - y 

coordinate) for each curve. These, values can be changed by the 

user ' which enables him to zoom-in on particular portlets of ar' 

curve or to reposition the curves on the screen- - Rather than- 

recalculating all the new Ax, Ay, ....saard ... startpol pt coordinate values, 

these display parameters are stored Instead. Again, the first' - 

subscript 1s the curve address, while - the second - subscript is 

pointing to the data location of interest. ,

3-3-3 Buff?r_r2utloes

There are four buffer routines: BUFiNIT, BUFSEND, BUFD1SP, 

and BUFERASE. The first routine, BUFINIT, initializes the buffer. 

it resets all the pointers and fills up the "available-addresses" 

array with all the stack-addresses. - This routine is called - 1n the 

beginning of the main - program and' 1n the clear-screen -rrutine. The' 

second routine, BUFSEND, stores all - the relevant data~of a curve 1n 

the buffer. 1t generates warning - messages when'the number of 

sequences reaches its maximum (currently 10) or when ' the number of 

curves reaches 1ts maximum (currently - 30). 1f the capacity of the 

buffer 1s exceeded, no curve data 1s stored, no additional curves
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are displayed, ■an.d the ' user ' ' Is notified ■ of the . fact that," either • 

the stack is .full or the number of . sequences has' reached its, • .

maximum, and that no data was stored. The dimensions of the. 

appropriate arrays 'can be. increaaed, .-f-necessary, to^facHi-tate 

the user's storage requirements.

•^ .■ The. .third routine, ■ BUFDISP, displays • the curves in the current' 

sequence and . updates the "sequence-counter'.

The last . routine, BUFERASE, wi 11- . erase a speci f ied^equence

(set . of curves) after some specified ' delay. It also has a reff-esh 

option. Curves are removed from the screen by redisplaying them 

in the background color. Therefore, if one of the removed .curves 

crosses a displayed . curve, the latter will have a gap after the . ■ 

removal process • is completed. By refreshing the screen (redrawing 

the still displayed curves in their own color) . after.the removal
✓. s .

operations, these gaps . disappear. Finally, during the refresh 

operation, the labels can be either removed or displayed.

• * * •
3>3-^ Pi.5>(>.laY_map

An exact copy of the displayed curves on the screen is maintained 

in a two dimensional byte array. The* resolution of this "display

map" array is the same as that of the screen: 512.x . A80 locations. 

Each time a pixel of a ■ curve is displayed on .(removed from) the 

screen, the stack-address of that curve is stored in . (removed from) 

the corresponding location .of the "display-map"' array. • By just
• ■ r-

storing the.stack-address of the curve, it Is possible to keep the
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size -of • the "display-map" - array ' down to a ' relatively modest . value, ' 

while . one'can'still find'all the relevant curve data -by' - lookihg 

at . the 'stack locations that correspond with this.stack-address. ' 

These operations - take place in the BUFDISP and BUFERASE routines. 

The "display-map" is used in the developed cursor . routines which, 

are discussed in the next paragraph. .

3.» Cursor routines .. ' .

The similarity rouUnes req^re that ■ the curves.-between whH 

a similarity value is calculated, are picked from the screen by the 

user. The reason for this is simple: to give.the user.the . 

flexibility of calculating the similarity between.arbitrary curves, 

originals, averaged, smoothed, or a mix of them. . - A different type 

of implementation would probably be a burden to the user • and would 

not give him the flexibility . of a cursor routine. - However, such a 

routing was not available and had to be developed. A routine that 

returns the x and y coordinates of the picked pixel - is available 

(Ozsoy 1983 ) and Is used in the curve picking routine.

3.A.1 Search.rout’oe ..... .. .

The search routine must be fast - and efficient, have a^high 

resolution (meaning it must be able to dlf^<^r^€^r^tiate between two 
v' . ' ' ' '

curves that • are dose to each other), and find the curve that Is 

closest to the • cursor. To find a curve, the cursor is shown. on 

the screen and the x and y - coordinates of the pixel picked by the 

user are returned to the search routine;- The search routine uses 
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eCese ■ va-lues ‘.'.to. look " ■ lo -the.- display map - (sm ‘ sectioiv.3-3-A)c to'- 

see |f' - this pixel belongs ‘ to a cue•ve. . -'CTInsC^* Is - -the m1■rck, - center 

pixel of Figure-3.12. - If - It . finds a stack-add-resc-(a - number 4 0) 

In - the display map the'curve Is - found, - and' its-stack-address Is - 

used to find the required curve, data in-the - stack. If no stack

address - Is found,'the'search routine will - serrcC4f)r the -nearest 

pixel' that - Is part - of- . a - curve, Its equivalent; moreover, It will - 

look for - the nearest - location in the display map array containing 

a - stack-address- Figure 3-12 shows the order In which the 

locations are checked. The locations with the number 1 Io - them 

are the ones closest to the ceoter location and are checked first-' 

They are checked Io a c)uotrrcl)ukwisr fashion starting with the 

location Io the second quadrant.-.  ̂if - - no stpck•rddaess Is found, 

the locations numbered two and tCrer are checked Io a similar
* ......

fastloo (starting with two). - If still, no address - is' found, the 

locations numbered four are checked. - Figure 3«12 shows that each 

quadrant contains two locations that - are numbered four {moeC 

locations are equally far ffom the ceoter location), - Again these 

locations are checked - Io a counterclockwise fashion, - For each 

location - in the second quadrant with a number between ooe and 

forty-one (see Figure 3-..12), Its relative coordinates with respect 

to - the ceoter location are stored Io a look tp eamlr. - Figure 3-13 

shows part of this table- The relative coordinates of - the first 

four oumbers (five locations) in each quadrant are shown In this 

table. From the table one can see that the relative coordinate
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values . of ' ' the . • locations • Io ' the Cthod quadrant can ■ .be obtained from ■

•'■ ■ ■ the rr1rtire .coordinate values Cof • • the equiva'leot .ooatnoo Cn the 

second quadrant.' The- required transformation•routine Is: . Invert 

the. sign of'the •raratlve y.coordinate'aod flip this-value with the 

relative x.coordinate- • The relatim coordinate, values ' of ' the 

locations in • the fourth quadrant can also be obtained from'the ■ ■
■ s - • s ■ • C C C l c . . • • - C . ' , C C c ' C ' c c • ' ’

values In the . second-quadrant- The ' toms format tan required teoe Is:

Invert the sign of both eCr• relative x and . y coordinates. Finally, ■ 

to obtain the relative x aod y coordinates of the lO)crtioos ' Io the 

first quadrant from the values Io the second ' qurdrrot,)or has to 

invert the sign of ' the relative x coordinate and flip this value 

with the relative y coordinate.

So only the relatim coordinates of the ^econd quadraot have to 

be stored io the look up table sloce the otter values can be 

obtained with a simple taros0orm.rtion. 'The first ' footy-one ocmmras

_ Io the second quadrant araarsent srreoty•five locations (see Figure 

3-12). So by looking at the srrroty•0ire locations Io the second 

quadrant aod the two'hundred twenty-five locations Io the otter 

tCare quadrants, the srrauC ‘ routine looks at three hundred'locations 

(plus the center location) to find a curve. The total‘screen 

consists of 512 x 480 = 245,760 pixels so the search routine Is 

checking approximately 1 out of 800 pixels. , For'a thirteen loch 

monitor with' an aspect ratio of. 3:4, the total viewiog areals 

7-8 x 10.4 « 81.12 square'Inches- So the total area checked by
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: : ' -F . ' . :   . . . F , ■>. ;•

tbe-routine . is.: ■' . . . . . , • .

x “ 0.1 square inches ■ (3.1)

Since . the checked area approximates the shape of a circle, . . the
■ • . > . K • . .

‘ • •. • • • . • ‘ I , •

diameter of this area is approximately:

O.36 inches (3.2)

This . provides more thaO • enough resolution ‘ and will make It easy 
for the user to pick . the desired curve even If the cC0rrs are very 

close to each other. •

The routine will find . the curve that Is closest to the center 

of the cursor- However, if a curve Is further than rppa)xlurtr1y 

-18 inches from the center ' of - the cursor, the routine will not find 

the curve- To u)uarosrtr • for this, the srrruC is expanded to check 

the - locations oo the . horizontal, vertical, aod two diagonals going 

tCa)cnC the center of the .-ursoo (see Figure 3-14). . Again, the 

a)utlor checks the locations in a u)uoteau1)ckwisr fashion- After 

u)ma1rti)o of the. local srarUC, It starts with the relative 

coordinates (0, 10) above the ' cursor, then checks the location 

(-10, 10) on • the diagonal, then the location {•10, 0) on the 

horizontal, etc. Although the routloe skips a •oe of locations 

(to keep - It efficient), ' It generates 'a "strr" • of-checked locations . 

aod should almost always find a curve- If still no curve - Is found, 

tte user has to try again- In.the worst case when oo curve Is 

found, the cursor Is positioned Io tte center, of display, the
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additional number - of checked - - positions ' is - equal - "to ' V872- ' and - - the 

total - number - -of^checked locations is 1872 + ' 301 - = '2173'- - ‘ - So - 

approximately 1 out of 113 pixels -is checked, ' in the worst - case

situation (less than 1%) keeping the routine still - very efficient.

3.4.2 Displ>aY_u2djate

. As - soon as a curve is found by-, the search routine, - the routine 

is terminated and the curve's stack-address 'is - returned. Because 

the - curve's stack-address is known, all relevant djt^ can be found 

in the stack. This data is used to redisplay the curve 1n‘a 

different color ^mediately-after H |s - found. - The user can accept 

or - reject - the curve. - 1f the curve is rejected., it 1s again 

redisplayed in its old color. - 1f the curve is accepted, its data 

is used 1n the operation described in the following.
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. CURVE ■PROCESSING .

One ' of' ■ 'the. main objectives of this thesis' was to develop ' an ■ ■

algorithm capable of averaging a set rf-curves. . The developed 

algorithm and. the required.support■routines are presented in 

this chapter.

4.1 Length calculations

Before any averages can be calculated, some consideration has 

to be given to the relevant ^^ngth of the curves. |t/^e also 

important to find the right poTnts“on"each curve that must be 

used- in the averaging operation.. ■ In the remainder of this paragraph 

these topics are discussed. ■ . -

7 - •
4.1.1 Normaljzed_versue_ehorteet_curve_ldngthe

Two curves almost never have the same length (see Figure 2.1). 

Therefore, before two or more curves are averaged, some thought has 

to be given to how the difference in length is to be handled. One 

cankeither normalize the curved lengths 'or one can average the 

curve's ■ over the length of the shortest curve.

If two or more curves are averaged, a .number of points on one 

curve are compared with the 'rame number of points'on ■ the other
- ■ h ■ j

curves. If the’length of-the curves is normalized, these points 

are spread out ' over, the entire curve. The length of a section 

between two of the points (measured along the curve) is the.same 

for all ■ sections' of one curve. .’ So if one curve is ' longer than
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another . curved ' these ‘ sections • ■ are ‘ also longer. ' ' . ■ A ‘justificationj 

for'us'ing. normalized'lengths could ' be the• assumptlon.that■ the'curves ‘ 

started out.-to ' have the'same Vwngth,.but''the disturbance in. the 

flow-stretches . some curves'more than others. By . normalizing the. 

curve's .length (spreading out the points over the entire length of 

the curve) one-can compensate - for ' ‘this .effect. ' -This - is shown in 

Figure 4.1, . .Another- possibility is to • 'assume . that' the length of - 

a section between two points does not change from curve. to curve. 

So a longer curve'just has more points. ' Averaging requires that 

the same number of points on each curve is used. So if the shortest 

curve has N points, only the first N points of the other curves are 

used. Since the other points are not available for the shortest 

curve, one cannot average the remaining points on the longer curves. 

This is shown in Figure k.2. .

4.1.2 Lnngth_data ■ •

To find the location of the points on each curve (see paragraph 

4.2), it is important to know for each pixel what the-length of the 

curve section enclosed by this pixel and the -ssartpoint of.the curve 

is. Therefore, this value is calculated for each pixel in each 

curve and stored in a special array for each curve. if this.value 

is known for pixel N, the.value for pixel N + 1 is found by adding. 

the distance between the centers of pixel N . and pixel N + 1 (either 

1 or /2, see sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3) to the- value of pixel N.
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4.1.3' -esolution^conslderatJons ' . _ 1 -

SinCe . the same ' number o,f points ' of each curve Is used . in the
• .' . • . . ' • . • . • —. — ■ ——’—.. ' 

average • calculat.lo's, It Is not 'Immeeiately ^obvious how many points 

per curve have to be calculated. Too ' many points would make the 

algorithm inefficient, while resolution would suffer, if the number 

of.points • is not.high enough. ' Therefore, when normalized lengths■ 

are used, the number of points is made ' equal to the number of 

samples'(pixels) in the curve with'the highest "lumber of samples. 

When lengths equal to the length of the shortest curve are used, the    

number of samples in the part of each -curve that • is being- used - in 

the averaging routine, is counted and the number of points is 

made equal to the 'highest number of samples in any one of those 

sections.

411.4 B.inary_tearch_for_sectjont_of_egual_Ueogth - '

. When the length of the shortest curve is used as.a reference to 

determine what part of the longer curves is to be used_ tn the 

averaging calculations, one has to calculate the number of relevant' 

samples (pixels) in those curves. The length of, and the number of 

pixels in, the shortest curve are known. For each pixel, the 

distance (measured along the curve) to the curve's startpoint Is 

known (see ' section 4.1.2). At some pixel, for every curve, this 

length will be approximately equal to.the length of the shortest, 

curve. • The maximum error Is 1/2 which is.half of • the maximum 

distance between the centers of two pixels (see section 3«1«2).
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This pixe-- is found - by - means - of a; binary search- (very '^*^1 ci ent)..

Suppose there are-N + 1' pixels - In the - shortest curve.- - Starting" 

at the startpoint of the curve, .each pixel Is - assigned a number.
' • • • • z

The startpoint pixel Is-pixel 0 and the endpoint pixel Is pixel N. 

Then the shortest curve consists of N elements where - an - element > - 

is - - the connecting Line between - t-he. - centers of - - two adjacent pixels. 

The length of each element Is either 1 or - (see section 3«1-2). .

So the - total - length of the - shortest curve - - Is a value between N 

and N/2. - If the - shortest curve Is a •-sraight horizontal or - vertical 

line, Its length Is N. A different curve having the same length 

has at least N//Z pixels. (If this quantity is not an integer, the 

value - Is rounded to the nearest.Integer that is smaller than this

value). The only time this minimum is reached is If the second 

curve - - makes an angle of 45° (or 135°) - with the horlzontal. This Is
t

shown in Figure 4.3.

On - the other hand if the - shortest curve makes an angle - of 45° 

with the horizontal, Its length reaches the maximum value of N/2 

(the shortest curve consisted of N elements). A different curve 

having the samejength has at the most Nt2 pixels (If this number 

Is not an - Integer, it Is rounded to the nearest integer that - is 

larger than this value). The only time this maximum Is. reached Is 

if the second curve Is a horizontal or vertical line (see Figure 

4.4). - If the position or shape of the shortest curve is different 

from the ones described above, the minimum and maximum values will



\ pot • arched. ‘ ';So' |f • 'tte , numter of el emeots -|O; " t'h’e " sCortee••c<Cavr, , ;

• is/ • N. tte ouumea • of- elemrots no the otter curres • te|ng. u.srd. in ete - ' ' '

• averaging . . .calculations • Is wl^h'lo • the range: '

[h//!] s' e1emunOt susl' s. s N*/2| (A- 1) • —

Within • eCIS .range, tterr . Is', a pixel-whose -di sernce_eo.ehe_cu.rve' s _

startpolot • Is • • equal to the lrogth of the sCoreese• curve L. ‘ This

• is shown jn " Figure' U, 5. • Thr exact location • of .'Chis pixel ‘ Is. ■fdCnd

with a binary search • routine.* • • Figure • A-6 stows this technique. • • Thr 

aange'-of possible • pixels is divided In two. Ttr distrour )0■eCe 

curve's starting point' to this 'pixel Is c)marord with the "" length of 

the' shortest curve- I f-this length i s less than scthe length of the 

shortest curve, this pixel becomes the orw lower limit oSthe gange

of'possible ‘ pixels'- If the len gth was larger . thaos the length of the

shortest curve, this pixel becomes the orw upper . limit of thr range

of possible pixels- By ararrt■iOg . this technique, • the right pixel

will be found rray quickly (see Figure • A.6), after which . the number 

of' pixels to be Included in • the averaging'calculations • Is . • known.

A.2 • Curve " averaging '' ' *

Arrraging of curves Is'arr0)aurd by ■ rrrorgiog . • number

of points oo each curve. Ttr number ; of ‘ points;Js/n^qUr 1 to the 

maximum numbrr of pixels Io the • curves •(see srct'lon. I-1-3) and ' their 

location is • fouOd by the method that ts•porseotrd.|o the next section.
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■' A , '.'7 A;.7"a;'A.;,,a a
curve.-tlie s^c.1^ . between, ehe^, ns ■tcqlcia1 .to 3{'0 -- + -/2)/{7”i) A.- 7

“111-. -Tte .point''-Oocaeloos , are shcwon - In ' Figure - 4.7. - -' - Clearly .-the • ■< 

Interpoint-spacings are constant'oreg • the, entice curve and only. 

the first and last point - coincide with a pixel,center Cohls ' is 

always the - urse)• . ■
' ' ’ ’ ■ ' ' ' ' . : • ■’ . ' ' ’ ' ■ ■ ■ ' A . ' • ' ■

o s k.2.2 -Calcua.1 tnlor^ff-£!i®—*3Yi= rye ' •: ' •

The'average curve.of a . set.of curres is'found . by averaging

the . • rqcrlOa• spaced polots'one ' by ooe. To.average a oprae■cu1pg 7.

point.oo all - eCnsn curvesC.the averages of both•the x . • coordinates aod

the y coordinates'of - . ehfC• 'point rge crluc1rted. "Welgttiog factors 

can -be rssinoed to each -curve. By rssigoion equal weight ing^, ■ 

factors O#.0) to each ' curve, ao unweighted average - Is obtained. 

Thus the coordinates of a-point on the aregrne-curvr.are calculated 

by: * . . -
n

- x. • ■ E xn tjjw_  . (4.2)l.ave j=. n . j. ' ■

o’« . o -
E wj ’

J = 1 .

' o ■ ’ ’ '
a|,arr “ E y. ."s (4-3)

I±L__ .
.. ' O ' ; ■’ _ ' , _

■ ---------- E s w. . ‘
’ • ■ . J-1 J ' ? .

where . -

x. '' ■ the x coordinate -of point I of the average curve
I»ave .

y. " theyy coordinate of point I of - the average curvey I .ave 1 ■-
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(see section .4.1.-1). Figure 4.9 shows ■ 'he same ■ two original 

curves, but the curve in the ■ center is now the curve that results. ■ 

from an unweighted average over the length of.the shortest curve. 

Note the difference between Figures 4.^ and 4.9. Weighted averages 

ofthe same original curves are shown in Figures 4.10 and ' 4.11.

The weighting ■ factor for the curve on . the left . is ■ 1 while the 

weighting factor for the curve on the right ■ is . 1/3,-. 1, and 3. This 

results in the average curves that are shown in the jjiddle and ■ that 

depend on the weighting factor of the curve on the right.- The 

higher the weighting factor for the curve on the right, the more 

the~average curve resembles this curve and the more the average 

curve's position is shifted towards the curve with the higher 

weighting factor (see Figure 4.10 and 4.11). The averages shown in 

Figure 4.10 are obtained from a normalized averaging operation and 

the averages in Figure 4.11 are obtained from averaging each curve 

over the length of the shortest curve. The routine is.very efficient 

and the results are shown almost instantaneously- on the screen 

(averaging of two frames with ten.curves each takes less than one 

second . 'or a moderately used VAX 11/780 computer). The routine is 

capable of averaging each curve on a particular frame with the 

corresponding curves on many other-frames. The whole process can 

be performed in one operation and is shown in Figure 4.12. It 

enables the user to eliminate . disturbances and noise (by averaging) 

as well as modulation .effects that occur over a longer time.



Figures ' 4.'8' through 4.11 show ' averages ■ of curves ' taken from ' 

'actual fluid flows.-' 'Figures 4.13 and 4.14 show the ■ top half of

a fluid flow Image. As shown in Figure.2.1, the bottom half of

such an ' image is usually very similar to the top half. In the 

actual ■ analysis, both halves have-to be included (which is possible• . • I— ■ . •

with the current version of the program). . Finally, Figures 4.15
■ . ■ F .-1 . .
and 4.16 show the top half of an average frame obtained from 

averaging the frames shown in Figure 4.13 and 4.14. Figure 4.15
' / N

shows the average frame obtained by a normalized length average,

while Figure 4.16 shows the average frame that is obtained by . a 

shortest length average.

For ease of viewing, the scaling factor for the curves in

Figures 4.8 through 4.11 and 4.13 through 4.16 was set equal to three.
N

This results In displayed curves that contain more pixels than 

the actual curves which might leave the viewer with the thought
» - - ■

that further improvement is possible. However,'since -al 1 operations 

use the original data, this is neither possible nor necessary, and 

the" CUTVes are shown with the highest possible resolution.
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5. CURVE FILTERING AND RECOGNITION' .
■ . • ' *

Filtering or smoothing of curves might he required for a
. A* •

number of- reasons. Additional . noise or disturbance reduction 

might be heeded or one might want to retrieve the basic or' 

fundamental shape of the curves. For this reason a special smoothing 

algorithm was developed and this algorithm is presented in ' the next 

paragraph.

The second algorithm presented in this chapt^t calculates 

a similarity value to express the similarity between a number of 

curves. ■ This enables the user to calculate how much a curve is 

changing as a function of time or position. Another application 

might be to use these si unitarity.values to recognize a framn or

curve.

5-1 Curve smoothing

A special smoothing algorithm operating in 'he spatial domain 

was developed and is ' presented in the remainder of this paragraph. 

The differences between smoothing in the spatial or frequency domain 

are discussed in the following section.

5.1.1 Smoothing-in_the_saatja]_versus_feegenccYddnxnann

The discussion in paragraph 2.3 remains valid here. The 

calculation of Fourier transforms and inverse Fourier transforms is 

relatively time consuming and costly. Filtering of the curve in 

the frequency domain Is performed by multiplying the curve's 

transform with the desired filter function. However, the same .



operation can be performed in the spatiai domain by'means of a 

convolution operation between the curve's function and the inverse 

transform of the desired filter function (Carlson, 1975). In 

terms of computation and effort, both operations are 'comparable 

(excluding the Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform 

operations). ' So in terms of speed.the . spatial domaih is clearly 

preferable. The filter operation in the frequency domain will 

have a dramatic effect on the location of the endpoint^ of . the 

curves (see Gumas, 1985). The endpoint locations depend on the 

filtering operation and will be different from the original ' location. 

Due to the interchangeability of the convolution operation in the 

spatial domain and the multiplication operation in the. frequency 

domain, this is also true for the smoothing operation in the 

spatial domain. .However, with a specially developed modification

of the convolution operation, it is possible to keep' the endpoints 

fixed. For these reasons, the spatial domain approach is preferred. 

The developed algorithms are presented in the next section.

5.1.2 Smoojh£ng_algorttbT

As mentioned in section 3.1.3, the Ax and Ay values for each 

curve are either -1, 0, or +1. . Figure 5.1 shows the ax and Ay

sequences for a particular curve. The curve.itself is shown in 

Figure 5.2. The absolute displacement in the x .direction is 4x(-1) 

+2x1= -2. Since there are eight elements- in this curve, the 

average displacement per element in the x direction is -2/8 « -.25.
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Similarly, the , absolute and average displacements in the. ■ y • direction'
' * ■ • * ■ ' ■ . ■ 

are +4 and .5 respectively. The cumulative averages are also shown 

in Figure 5.1. The cumulative'averages are rounded to the nearest 

integer. (A -value that is exactly between two integer values is

rounded to the nearest integer that is smaller than this value.) 

These .rounded cumulative averages are also shown in • Figure 5.1. 

From the latter, the newly smoothed &x and•ay values are derived 

(see Figure 5.1). From these values the smoothed curve•is derived; 

it is shown in Figure 5-2. By averaging the ax and ay values over 

the entire length of the curve, all resolution is lost (the'average 

deviation is the same for all elements) and thus no further smoothing 

is possible. This method is essentially the same as the Freeman 

(1961) routine that finds the shortest path between the-curve's 

startpoin' and, endpoint. However, both forms of smoothing, produce 

the same curve for all those original curves that have the same start

point and endpoint (see Figure 5-3) because the cumulative ax and 

ay values are the same for all these curves. This is not always 

desired. Often one likes to maintain the "fundamental" shape of the
*

curve. Besides, since no convolution operation was - involved, it is 

not really clear what kind of filtering operation was applied. By 

averaging the ax and ay values-’over.the enii re curve, each element

of- the original curve contributed to the value of each element in 

the smoothed curve. It seems logical that if this range is reduced, 

the smoothing will also' be reduced. This is accomplished by the 

modified and unmodified convolution operations that are described next.
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For a continuous ■•eageot roglr function 'and filter function,

the -fI1tngIog/sm)otCIog operation can be described with a convolution 

integral {Carlson 1975): ”

A* f
Sjt) - <(X).f(£'- A) dA , {5-1)

-A
wCng1:

s (je ) = the smoothed function {curve); sU) = 0 for £^[~(A+W),

(A+V/) ] . /

-*(£.) = tangent anglr function of curve; ((£) = 0 for --([-A.A]

fs) = fl 1trglog/su))ttlon function; f{() = 0 for 4[ -W.W]

A = lntrggrtloo variable

Also f{() Is o)gurllzrd so that:
W
| f{() d( = 1 (5.2)

-W
Ttr second equation Is orrdrd to obtain unit gaio. - If the tronnot 

angle 0coctl)o Is a constant {straight line) aod the 0lltrglog
X k .

function is^a constant, then the smoothed value at s = 0 should 

have -he same tangent roglr ' as the original curve. This Is true 

mrurcse equation 5-1 Is eqclrrlnot to the rregrnlog oargrtl)o that 

was described Io the mrnloolon of this section. This result Is 

obtained by tte following u)ostgrlot:

W(A ' (5.3)

If equations 5-1 through 5-3 aor valid, the smoothed cuorr trogrot 

ronlr at i « 0 will be equal to ttr coos-po- tangent angle of the
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original'curve- To prove .•his, . coosidro the following'tangent •

■ aoglr function:

{4 foo 2 c [-A,A] — .
(5-A) 

o for s s A-A]A]

Ttro with equations 5.1 -trough 5-3, oor g6ts for the smoothed 

curve:

A A ' ’.......

S{o)' = 4(A) flo-X) dA = 4 f(-x) dA

-A -A /

-A A . ■f z ’
= -4 f{p) dp = (}> flu) dp

J .
A -A

»
• W» _

= 4 f{p) dp = 4>. 1 = i (5-5)
7 •

-w

If A = W, tte wld-t of -he OII-io and the taogro- anglr 0cou-l)o aor 

-hr same- This, Io fact, Is -te rrrgrnlog )arar-l)o porsro-rd at 

-te mrgloolog of -tls section. Foo W ( A rqcr-l)o 5-5 Is s-lll 

valid, but.the width of tte fil-ro func-loo Is less -tan -he width 

of -he -ronro- anglr fuoc-loo onscltlog io a local arrragr- So 

the coorolu-loo opeortl)o Is a local arrorging oaroa-ion.

Figure 5-4 shows the smoothed . fuoc-loo wtro the -aogeo- ronlr 

aod filter 0uou-i)os aoe orutrogulro pulses- . Note -hat bo-h 

rqur-i)os 5-2 and 5-3 aor valid for ttrsr functions- Studying the
. 'I -

su))tCrd 0uoutl)o orvrals -wo codnslgrmlr r00rcts- First, the 

"length" of -he smoothed cuorr Is longer than tha- of the original



curve (4a'-+ 2w) { oand • second^ tte rods of -te tangent angle function 

of the suoo-ted-cugvr taper off. Tte latter rrsul-s Io errors 

at the end aod s-po- of -he su)otCrd curve, this Is shown Io 

Figuor 5-5 for -hr functions of Figuor 5-4 with 4> = eo {meaning that 

the original curve Is a horizontal lloe of leog-h 2A wi-t Its 

stro-a)lo- pi thr righ-)- Thr ' stepr of the smoo-ted curve drprods 

on -he tpogeo- pogle of -hr original line {comparr Fincors 5-5 and 

5-6)
. ' * /

Thr orasoo for -hrsr roooos Is the local rvrorgion oaror-io)o..

Ttr )aror-l)o avropgrs thr original taogrot pogle 0cou-l)o • orro a 

fixed region. A- -he ends-of the cuove, -te -pogrot poglr function 

Is oo- available anymore over -he entire region, while it is still 

rrnorgrd ovro this fixed region. This urusrs a gradual drop Io 

tte urlcula-rd average.

Instead of raalaiog -he smoo-tiog )aror-l)o to -he -pngrot 

pogOe func-loo, It Is plso possible to oproptr oo the x pod y 

coordinate Ouoc-Ioos of. -te original curve- This would give:

A A• z
x U) = x{X)‘flCA) dA pod y (x.) = y(A) f{(-X) dA {5-6)s - • j . s

-A . -A
whror: .

x$(j) = the X coord inate function of the smoothed curve

ysU) = the y coord i nate funct i on of the smoothed curve

xU) = the X coord i nate funct i on of the original curve

yU) “ the y coord i nate funct i on of the original curve
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' . . I

where: ... ■ -
/ ■ .

D ='the absolute dlsalrceurot of the smoothed curve Inx.orw (

the x diorc-loo *

D • ■ the absolute dlsalrceueo- of the smoo-ted curve In y ,new

the y dlrecti on

So the absolute dlsalrururo- mr-wrro . the s-po-polot and ' rodpolo- of 

both -he original aod smoothed curve Is the. same- Since both- curves 

tavr the same s-ar-poiot, the endpoints are also ehp '^6- This Is 

true In groropl, as long as rqcrti)o 5-2 Is satIs0Ird.. .

In the actual lmalrmrotrtl)o, tte x aod y functions arr tte 

discorte Ax and Ay functions -hat wror defined Io sec-ion 3-1-3-♦

Thr smoo-trd x$ aod 0cou-i)os will be raao)xlmrtrd by -he.similar 

dlsugn-r fcou-l)os AXg aod Ays- Thr rqclrrlro- of rqcr-l)o 5.2 

becomes:

Zk f{k) = 1 {5-9)

k=-Wk .

TCi equivalents of rqurtl)os 5-6 become:

A Ak
x )k) - • Ax(o) f{k - o) (5-10)
s k=-A,k

aod,

■ * A.
X (k) = l Ay(o) f{k - n) {5.11)
S k—A.

k

Finally, tte equivalent of rqcrtl)o 5-3 becomes:

W'k < A.k (5.12)
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Because - |Aa|<J , - fy |<_1 . , aod equation (5-9) also |AXs|(l' and

- o. * * X
lAY'I'I. The AXg and A'g rplurs orporsrot -he displacemeo- in 

number of pixels pod ttus tpvr -o be integer Values- Let Ax* and

A .. A A
Ays be the orares- integro values -o x aod y wherr the difference 's s 's

metwrro the rounded aod original rplurs Is. caroled over to the next
■ & ■ re

spmplr to avoid cumulative errors- Ttro Ax ' and 'A y arr el-her s' s

-1. 0 or +1. So -he smoottrd curves can be paag)xluptrd with a 

continuous s-rlog of pixels- Ao example, with s = Jjd s = 7» f{k) = 

1/11 for all k. pod Ax{k) = 1 foo kt[~7,7] Is'shown ln_Figuor 5-8- 

C)ggrutlon foo cumulative rgo)gs urcsrs gaps In -he Ax 0coutloo In 

this arotlculro case. This can upcsr an uodrslrrd effect. Consider 

thr data of Figuor 5-9- Ttr Ax pod Ay aor -he samr as -hr Ax 0coutl)o 

In Figuor 5-8- So -tr Ax pod Ay functions arr also the 'pme as the 

Axs’ function of Flncon 5-8. Bott the oolglnal and smoothed curves 

poe plotted In Figure 5-10. TCi gaps cpuse oo problem tror slocr
A A

-try occur a- thr samr spmplrs for bo-h the Axg and Ay$ function.

If -he Ay string is st)gtrond by two samples (ooe oo epct side), the
a .

gaps in Ay$ are stif-rd by oor position {either to -he right oo to 

-he left drprodlog on which sidr of the curve -hry aoe oo- Ttr data 

of thrsr curves is shown in Figure 5.11- Bo-h curves arr shown in 

Figure' 5-12- Tte gaps do urusn a problem this time- Tte "suo)ttrd" 

curve Is putuplla less smooth than thr oolginal Curve. To avoid 

thrsr problems,- the su))tCIon )angptl)o Is modified. Consider 

Figure 5-13-The tpanord rods of thr x{.) aod y{i) functions pre
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divided "nt - ( = A aod ( = -A 'gesprctlrela- 'Ttr values a- the ends 

of- the -aperrd ends por mirrored with rrsprct to the dividing■ 

lines aod added to the u)oonsaondlng.original func-loo values.

This Is shown. In Figure 5-13- This process has two advantages- 

Firs- it guprao-ers that the Ax$-and Ay$ s-oiogs have- the same 

length as the 'original x aod y string. Aod secondOy, the gaps tha- 

wror agrseo- In Figure 5-8 arr removed. - In fact for the-ppo-iculpo 

Ax of Figure 5-8, Ax aod Ax$ pre the same. - Tte modified - Ax$ and Ay$ 

have to be rounded to -he orprest Integer - value- Again the 

difference br-wren the ac-ual .and-rounded value Is cpooird over to 

-he next samplr to avoid ccuulptlrr errors- Significant roroos can 

result if this Is not done- Foo example, If the vplurs are 

u)o-lou)usla rounded to a rplur -tat is smaller, the total pms)lc-e 

disalpururot will oo- be the samr roau)or aod a di00roeot eodpoio- 

wi11 result

Figure 5-14 shows wta- Is estrmlistrd by the modification.

In this example -- - 2- Ttr pooows stow to which disalpururot values 

In the smoo-trd curve -he disalpururo- rplurs of the original cuorr 

coo-oimc-e- Tte dashed pooows stow -he folded back cOo-olmctions. 

Ttr pixels near the eod of -he original cuovr c)o-gimu-r moor -o the 

pixels orao -he rod of the smoothed curve. Closer to the eod, 

frwro pixels of tte original curve por c)o-gimu-iog to the disalpur- 

mrot rplurs of tte smoothrd curve. This, In fact, orsults - In a 

orductloo In smoothing at -he rods of -te curve- This can be
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justified by noting that' less’ ■ information is available for . the
t ', s ‘

ends of the original curve. In the middle of the original curve, 

the shape of the curve is known on 'both sides’ of the pixels one 

is looking at. -This is less and less the case ■ for the pixels near 

the end.

5-1«3 Results

The minimum filter width is one pixel ■ wide (W^ = 0). 'If this
filter is used, the original curve is left unchanged Th? maximum 

filter width is constrained by equation 5.12. Maximum smoothing 

is obtained for W- = A^. Intermediate values of W- give different 

smoothing values. Figures 5-15 through 5-18 show the smoothing of 

two curves obtained by different values of W^. The shape of the 

filtering function was a rectangular pulse, resulting in a sine (with 

sine x = sin(irx)/(nx)) filter function in the frequency domain.

The routing could be modified for other filters. ..However, as can 

be seen from Figures 5-15 through 5-18, excellent smoothing 

characteristics are obtained, giving the user a lot of flexibility 

in terms of deciding how much smoothing should be used.

5.2 Similarity calculations

As an aid in the analysis of fluid flows, it would be nice if 

one could express the similarity between two curves as a numerical 

value. In the remainder of this paragraph - such a technique will 

be presented.
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, 5-2.1 SinIlra■|tY_calclraned)Over_)aonSestcarn_V1_Y!CSsoc_aoa' ’l'llz1rd

leng-h ,

Basically the'discussion In paragraph'A-1?l also applies to.-his 

case- So- again the usro Is gireo -he op-ioo to cplcclp-e the 

similarity ralue over eittro the full - lengths.of the curves {which 

then tavr to be O)gup1izrd to ob-pio an equal amount of unrscgement. 

poio-s per curve) or over -hr . length of -he shoo-es- curve. This' 

choice is decoupled from the choice of ritter unthc>dcH^ Ihr rreopgio< 

p|g)olttu for -wo reasons- First, oor might wao- to urrsuOr sthe
/ 

slmilpoi-y value br-wero two of -he original curres- Second, if'ao 

prrornr curve was )m-piord from a se- of ooiglnal curres by usiog 

the shoo-es- length method, onr uinh- still wao- to u)uppoe ooe - of
I ’

-he complr-e original curves wi-t the rvrorgr curve.

5.2.2 Coosszc2aariat j2!2..il1asuarmno-s

At first glpocr, a uo)ss-u)ggr|pti)o urpscgrurnt mrtwrro two 

curves will give the desired similarity value. Suppose wr tavr 

two cugves with the tangent angle functions <f>^ {£) and • The

co)ss•c)gorla-ioo value (Carlsonl-STS) - between these. two curves 

is equal to:
A A

• f

R. , (t) ■ (,(•) 4’,U-t) d£ <M)) (J9U^-t) dliL (5-13)
<t>1<Po 1 z 1 z

’ z -A -A

wteor '
* ' 7 - '

42 (£•) ■ -he complex conjugate of 4>2O which Is equal to

<J>2(£) brcpusr 4>2(£) (and j )))) Is a real fuoc-loo

A A
»
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U) - 0 for £|[.-A;A]

<l>2 U) ' “ 0 for ' £.[-A,A] ~ 

t ■ a shift operator

Now suppose (fc) ■ - y and <f(u) = ~ for *e[-a,a]. Their

R . . (0) _ a"2A. If 9 _() ) * -T* f° r es[~A,A] , thnn R. * () ) = 
9^2 3 ‘Pj'Pj

3A 7T /k. . So R * (o) _ 3^. (o). Tte .three curves are shown inu
1 . 2 3^3^

Figure 5-1^. This result is undesirable. R, (0) ' should equal
■ M2

R. a (0) because in fluid flows the difference betweeryW- and • 
3^^ Z 2' I
is equal to the difference between 9 and f,. Also if the•camera

3 1
in the set-up of Figure 2.1 is rotated over 180°, the timelines 

propagate from right to left and the fluid flow Is a miooooed Image 

of the ooe shown In Figure 2.1. This Is shown for curves (>[ and 42
l I-..... I I s s s s 1

In Figuoe 5-20.- Tte mirrored image of curve '- ((j) Is equal to its
■ I

original while the mirrored image of curve *2^*2^ J' equal ' to curve 

4^ in Figure 5.19- So a simple oo-ptioo of the camera would give 

di00rgro- siui|pgi-a value if this method is.used, which Is 

uodrsi rable-
TL... • •

Instead of using the hooizoo-pl as the line of ge0roeour for 

mrpsuoiog the cuovr angles, ooe can usr a veo-lcal iloe- This Is 

shown In . Figuoe 5-21. Now f (&) = 0, 42 (£) “ ]f and s s (&) - - j 

for J-E^-ArA]- So bo-h R'^0) ' and R[j[[|0) are e[ua1 to zero. 

Both rrsult In -he same valur, but so would any o-trr oorrla-loo 

Involving curve (j. So no urttrg what thr stapr of the ottro 

cuovr Is. If It Is cooorlptrd with 4p -hr rrsult will be zero.
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• s • • ■ s • s ■ ' . ■
This is clearly uodrsioptOe- Ttr ■ soOutloo seems to- Ole Io the

oon^iallj^i^t^ii^n .of rqup-ioo 5-13- To do so, rqcp-i)o ' 5-13 is

divided by the ooom of both s aod (j^. - Thus

pod wi-h Schwarz's inequality:

(5.U)

(5.15)

So with -he samr <j>- , 02» pod <j> - as before, ooe now obtains

| 'ij | = /2A • nr/2 , | s^U = ZZh • A, aod | s | | = SZK ' WA.
a *

Aod thus R {0) = O and R (0) = 1- So both valurs arr equal 
4jj

as desired. ' Howrrro, aoy two roglrs -hat aor not equal to zero

would tpvr givro the samr result. So for the curves in Figuor 

S.ZZ^oth R* (0) and R* s (os are 1!qcrl to ooe. Di00roro-
* 1*2 * 1*3

values for R aor only )mtriond if the grorral stppr of bo-t cuoves
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Is different- Since both aoe straight lines sof . the same, .leng-h, ’ 

the valur for . R i s always ooe- Again,.this Is oot- a drs|oed '

cCagau-eoIs-Ic- In terms of fluid flows the/slmllpolty. betwero

aod of Figure 5-22 should bed I ffrreot from the similarity 

betwreo (J| and So a different slmllpol-a function had to be

developed. This function Is presented In the next section.

5-2.3 S|-U|arajea•y^<£tjoO

Similar to the technique described In sruthpn - A—2.I, rpch

curve Is chopped up In ao equal number of elements all of the spui 

.eogth. Again, either -te full length of -he curves oo. only a
■ •

part of -he curve with a length equal to -he shortest curve Is 

used. ■ It Is oow possible to uouapge -he dlorc-loo of c)ogrsa)odlog 

rlrurots on ract curve. The dl00rorour in - pogle brewero oor rlrmrot 

of ract curve |s rxagrssnd as a oumrrlual valur. In porl)na with 

rquptloo 5-15 this value Is o)oupllzed to a value mrtwrro -1 aod +1. 

Figure 5-23 stows two curves ' coosls-log of srrrn rlrueots epct.

The elemro- similarity function Is defined as:

* Il|{k) " I
A (k) = 1 - 2.——------s---- : {5.16)

: s 180°

wtroe
•flr ' .

A (k) = slml lar I ta|be'twe•’n••■ ■ elements k of curve 1 aod 2- This 

0coctl)o Is plotted In Figuor 5-24- - If the rlnunot of curre 1

{jOn)) Is used as on0rorocr (pol ot log -Stra Ight up In Flgurr 5-211), 

a point of the rlnmnot of. curve 2 (f^U)) lie' poawtror on -he circle.
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TCr element.slmllpol-a rplcns■pre linearly dlsSr Husted, over this 

circle • and a • few of them are showo. In apgsiculpg'the value IsI • s - .
equal to 1 If the eleunoss tavr she samr direction, -1 If they 

aoe poloSlog • In opposite dlorc-loos (note, rpct elrmros has a 

stprSpolot aod eodpolo- -ha- dnprods on -he dlrec-loo of -he curve), 

aod 0 I0 they- arr prrprodluclro- By 'cuulog all -trse vplurs for 

all rlrmroSs, oor ends up wish a ralur brSwreoX-N and +N where N 

Is the ocmmrg o0 rlrmroSs- Tte o)oup||zed slmlao'ISy valur Is oow 

drOIord as: • N s . .
E A' (k)

x k=1______ •
S. . = (5.17)
*1*2 N

where:
A

S = the o)ourllzrd similarity vPlur
*1*7 - <A 2 1

pod S^i1* has a rplur mnSwrro -1 aod +1- Consider pgplo the
A A

Storr curves In Figurr 5-19- Thro S . . = S, , = 0-5 and
, 91*2 2 j

for She curves in Figure 5-22 ooe )m-alo' S, , - 0-75 and
*1*7

A 1
' S. . = 0-5- So, as drslrrd, Shis func-loo expresses the diOOrorocr

*1*3 .
mrSwrro curves ss and •- In Figure 5-22, wtllr It also rxpoessrs 

the similarity mr-wrro cuorrs •. and *_ In Figuoe 5-19« Now• z i
oosldrr the -wo jagged curres of Figurr 5-25- Foo -hesr curves

{both with teo rIrmnoS'( S, • . = 0, while She curves arr In Oact
*^2

vroy 'lullag- Ttr zroo valur rrsules from the fact that each 

element In curve 1 Is argarodluulpo to -he u)ogr'a)odlon elements 

In curvr *. If oor would 'CIOs elstro of -he curves ooe .Iiuio- up 

or down, a valur of S, " -9 would result- The -9 resuits from
*1*2

She fact -ha- oow oor rlrmrot of each curre Is oo- u)otglmu-ing to



(Lj •.Cere'•divided by the ge)ur-olu • mrpo o0 the length' of the 

-wo curves O L.',L* Cere), So the orw slmllarl-y function Is defined

where .

L1 » the length of the ’sCortrst curve

L* = the length o0 the longest curve 

Note that still

The equal sign is only valid if two curves pre exactly the spmr 

{bo-h In stppe aod length)-

The'justiOIcp-loo for this,aro-iuulpg uodl0iup-l)o Is glrro In 

Serm' «0.ao example- Figure 5-*7 stows -wo semicircles, ooe Cpvlog 

twlcr the radius of the otter- Ttr 'Imilpol-y value Is now 

cplcula-rd , over the length o0 the 'hortrst curve. Since the leng-C 

of the laggrg semicioclr Is twice the leog-C o0 the 'mailer one, 

only Calf of this 'rmicigulr c)o-gimu-e' to the slmilpolty value

Suppose -he flos- pprt o0 rpch sru|cioclr with leogth L Is 

paagoximp-rd wist ooe rleuro- {see Figurr 54*8). Use of rqup-loo 

5.20 and 5-19 with L, = L„ » L gives a similarity value of:
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A .
.App.roaiaaIiag' the same parts of the semioircles wihhstwo elements .

(see Figure 5-29) gives a valur of:

which Is ' the same valur as before- If the curves are approximated 

wist Inflnitrsimal small elrmrots, the following rrsult Is obtained 

(see Figure 5.30). Ttr aogle <f>, at a ppgsiculag point on the larger■ I y- •
semicircle Is equal to {see • Figurr 5-30):

aod £ = the dis-pocr urpsuord along the curve from the polo- onr Is

looking at to the 'Spo-poio- of the curve; £e[o,L]

If the sumuptioo In equation 5-*0 Is rrplpced wist an In-rggal, Ni

ls rrplpcrd by L/d£, = L Pod equptloo 5-19 Is gepOaued wi-l

its contiouou' equivalent, then ooe gets wist equation 5-22:
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Note that the square root term did not ' afOrct the final value. So 

pgplo the same result Is obtained. Now ■ consider Figurr 5-31- The 

similarity valur {using rqup-loo 5-20) for curves 1.and 2 Is 0.5 

{see equp-loo 5.*3). If one compares curre 1 wl-C itself, the ■ 

'iuilpgi-y vplur Is 1- Finally, -he 'iuilagi-y value for ccrves 1 
and 3 (using equation 5-20 and normalizations) givd^the value 

Vj = |/2 « 0-71- , PCy'I cally; curve 3 Is less similar to curve 1 

than curve 1 itself Is {because -heir lengths differ), but Is 

drOioi-ely moor similar So curve ‘C1‘thah ' curve 2 Is. Tte omsaiord 

valur' express this di00rorour {values of 0-71» 1, aod 0-5 wror 

obtained.respectivrly) pod -he additional term In rqcp-i)o 5-*0 

Is -Crgemy justified. Of coursr, the -eom only ao0lurour' the 

urrsuormrots on normalized curves- •

The original flow {see Figure 2.1) 'Cows 'IgoiOIcpoS symmeSga 

betwrro the m)--)m and -op half of -he flow. Howrveo, rqcpSi)o 5-20 

cpooot dlrec-ly be used to mrpsurr the sauuetgy- 'Ttr general 

diorcSloo of the cuo/rs is opposi-r to ract other, but the individual 

elements'are not opposi-r to eacC other- This Is shown Io Figure 

5-32. I0 oOe-of the curves Is mioooord with oesprcS to ' a veo-ical 
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line, perfect symnetry with respect 'to a horizontal line ' would 

yield that the^n'dividual elements of Curve 1 and the corresponding 

elements of the mirrored image of the other Curve 1’ would always 

point in , oppositt directions ' (see Figure 5-32). This in turn 

results in a simiiarity value of -1. . Less than perfect syrmmtry. 

would . result in a value larger than -•!' (but less than +1). This 

option is provided to the usir, so' he can memeure the syrn^mery of
X

the fluid'flow. The user also can specify a shiftj;ange over which

S. . (t) ’ is calculated. Ttr algosinem wii l return the maximum 
*1'2

value that was found in this range. So finally the 

simiiarity between two curves is defined as:

YYIICI C , X

Te[-R,R]

R = shift paramm-er • (integer value equal to the number of 

pixels one wants to shift curves over)

S. ) (r) = defitdd in equa^on (5.20)
♦ 2 2

If more than two curves have to be averaged, the algorism will 

return all the individual values (obtained from the compeaisons 

of two curves), the mean of these values, and the standard deviation 

of the set of values. v

5.2.s Results

Ttr tieiiarity eea^^e^^ stowo in Figures 5-33 through
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5-36 'and Figure ■ - 5-38 are . obtained by using -the- normalized length 

option wtilr the urasurrurot In Figure 5-37 Is obtaiord . by using ' the 

shortest curve length option. ”

Thr ' similarity value resulting from a comparison betwero . a 

curve with Itself Is stowo Io Figure 5-33- Figure 5-34 shows'

. a similarity mrasurrmrot between two different curves while .

Figure 5-35 shows,a mrpsurrurot involving ■ three curves- -Stowo '

are the mrao valur of the tw)-urr'crrurots involved aod the ■
* • 4 k—K

standard deviation. Thr number of curves could be increased to 

thr maximum number that can be displayed on the scrrro which Is 

constricted by the size of the buffer {see paragraph 3-3)- Ttr 

user can pick any curve that' is'displayed on the screen {original 

curve, smoothed curve, pod pverpgrd curve) with the special cursor 

routine (see paragraph 3.4) aod the similarity routine'will retrieve 

all the required curve data from the stack.

Figure 5-36 stows a similarity mrr'urrurot betwreo the samr two 

curves of Figure 5-34, but this time a shift range equal to 204 of 

the length of the curve was specified. Tte routine returns the 

maximum similarity valur It finds Io this range. Figurr■5-37, again 

stows the similarity between.the- ■ curves of Figure 5-34 {with zero

• shift), but this •.ime thr shortest curve length option was used

Io the calculation. Finally, Figure 5-38 shows the similarity 

between a curve and the smoothed curve that was obtaiord by a 

maximum smoothing operation on the same original curve. A similarity 
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value of 1 should result If. the curves - are the . samr {Figure 5-33), 

a • value.of -1 rrsult' If the-curves Cavr the same shape and length 

but tte^ d|rect|ons • arr sMfted over 180°, and a r^ue of • zero 'Could 

result If the curves are'totally dissimllpr {averaging out of 

the Individual rlrmeot vplurs will occur Io this cpsr)- This

Is established by the algorithm presented Io this chapter- If Is 

capable of mrpsurlog the siui■1Prity brtwrro arbitrary curves 

aod frames- '
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6. CONCLUSIONS -

The feasibility - of.'image processing and pattern recognition 

of /low patterns has’ been shown in this investigation. With the 

aid of the developed algorithms and routines, the user can perform 

averaging, smoothing and similarity operations on arbitrary curves 

and frames. With a.specially developed algorithm, it ' is possible 

to express the similarity between two curves in a numerical - value.

The developed code provides a-- highly interactive jipogram.

The - program is very flexible and provides the user with many options. 

He can process complete frames and curves at once to speed up the 

process, or he can perform operations on just a single curve which 

gives him maximum flexibility. The program is user friendly, 

practically menu driven, and almost "idiot proof" in terms of that
✓ . • _

it rejects ' inconsistent data inputs.

The algorithm and routines are very efficient in the sense that 

maximum attention was given to computational efficiency and use of 

the most effective theories. Averaging and smoothing of curves was 

established without the use of discrete Fourier transforms. All of 

this also results in relatively fast routines where the results 

(even if a largb number of frames or curves is involved) are availa

ble almost instantaneously. This in turn increases the interactive ' -
' t

use of the program. '

Efficient data storage and manipulation is achieved by means 

of specilly developed buffer and cursor routines. These routines 

form an Integral part of the whole program.
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Future.work.should include ' the . integration of-the program 

with • the data acquisition and preprocessing equipment and routines. 
t ’

As a special feature, the user might ' be provided with an option 

in which a set of previously defined manipulations is operating 

on the frames automatically.• The capabilities of* the program 

(in terms of the maximum number of frames,.the maximum • number of 

curves per frame, • and the maximum.number of points per curve) can 

be suited to the user's.need by changing the appropriate dimension 

statements. .

♦ Of course, the application of the program in fluid flow

analysis is one of the immediate future goals.
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Figure 2.2 Uniform continuous curve

Figure

1 Recording x and y coordinate of each pixelFigure 3.
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Figure 3.8 Rembving redundant paixels.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 1,1 1,2 2 3 1,5 7 8 O

O
 

t-
1

2 2,1 2,2 2,3 3,3 3 2,6* 1 1,1
3 2 3,2 3,3 3,4 4 5 3,7 1
4 3 3,3 4,3 4,4 4,5 5,5 5 4,8
5 5,1 3 4 5,4 5,5 5,6 6 7
6 7 6,2 5 5,5 6,5 6,6 6,7 7,7
7 8 1 7,3 5 6 7,6 7,7 7,8
8 8,1 1,1 1 8,4 7 7,7 8,7 8,8

Figure 3.10 Freeman’s corner cutter applied to the curve 
of Figure. 3.8.
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Figure 3.13 Search (look-up) table.

Pixel

#

/

Quadrant ' .

II III IV I
1 0,1 -1,0 0,-1 1,0
2 -1,1 -1,-1 1,"1 1,1
3 0,2 -2,0 0,-2 2,0

A (a) -1,2 -2,-1 1,-2 2,1
4 (b) “2,1 -1,-2 2,-1 1,2

Figure 3.14 Expanded search routine.

Figure 4.1 Normalized length.
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Figure 6.2 Shortest curve length.

shortest curve

Figure 4.3 Minimum number of pixels in second curve.

shortest curve longer curve

—

length J
n72 < < N/2

' pixels

\
—

/

Figure 6.6 Maximum number of pixels in second curve.
)
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Figure 4.5 Location of last pixel to_, ,be included.

4th 
guess

Figure 4.6 Binary search for exact pixel.

r-

• pixel center
X point location

that will be avera £ed.
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Figure 4.8 Unweighted average of two curves (usinfe • normalized lengths).
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kO

Figure 4.9 Unweigthed average of two curves (using shortest curve length).
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o

I

. \ •
Figure 4.10 Weighted average of two curves (using?normalized lengths)^ 

( .



Figure 4.11 Weighted average of two curves (using shortest curve length). 
d ; .



Figure 4.12 Averaging the curves of a set of frames.
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DO YOU URNT A COPY? CYZN)

Figure 4.13 Top half of a fluid flow image.



Figure 4.14 Top half of a fluid flow image (not
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Figure 4.16 Top half of average frame (using shortest curve length).
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Figure 5.1 ax and ay sequences a particular curve.

element
# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 absolute 

displacement
average

displacement

ax 1 1 0 -1 0 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2/8 = - 1

ay 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 -1 +4 4/8 = |

cumulative ... 1 1 3 -1 -11 -11 -2 -2
1

average ax 4 2 4 X4 A X4 . 4
cumulative 
average ay

1
2 1 ■ 4 2 4 3 4 4 +4

- 1
2 "

rounded 
cumulative ax 0 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -2 -2 -2

1—
1
1

1

rounded 
cumulative ay

0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4
1
2

smoothed 
ax 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 -2

' 1
” ' ” 4

smoothed
ay

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 5
1
2



endpoint

Figure 5.2 Original curve and smoothed curve.

original curve

smoothed curve

Figure 5.3 Shortest path between startpoint and endpoint 
of original curves.



/
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Figure 5.7 Smoothed x and y coordinate functions.
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1

0 -1
11

-3
11

5
11

1
11

-4
■ 11

1
11

5
11

-3
11

-1
11 0 0 0 0 0 -1

11
-3
11

5
11

1
11

-4
11

1
11

5
11

-3
11

1
11 0

-12 -11 -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0. 1 2 3 4 ^5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Figure 5.8 Discrete smoothed curve



Figure 5.9 Original and smoothed curve' data.

k . -10 -9 “8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 ' 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Ax ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 ' 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
AX " 

s 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ay 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A* 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Figure 5.11 original and smoothed curve data.

k ■ -10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Zx % 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 '1 1 1

ax s 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
~v

1

W 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i 0

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Figure 5.12 _Original and smoothed curves from Figure 5.i;L,
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Figure 5.13 Modified ' smoothed tangent angde function.

Figure 5.14 Weighting of displacement values.
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Figure 5.15 Smoothed and original curves (W^ - 0/. }

----------:-----

. r < sn
• 2

i

-
• *• smoothed and

original curve 
(Ak=39, WR=0) f . 

smoothed and 
original curve 
(A, =31, W =0)k k

OO YOU UNAT A COPY? (Y/N>
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DO YOU UNAT A COPY? <Y/N)

Figure 5.16 Smoothed and original curves (same as in Figure 5.15; W^-0.25 x A^)



I
10 
■J

I

Figure 5.17 Smoothed and original curves (same as in^Figure 5.15; W=0.5 x A.).
' • k k •



Figure 5.19 Three different curves all with length 2A.

I

Figure 5.20 Mirrored and original ■■ curves $1 and,<>2.

Figure 5.21
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Figure 5.22 3 different curves all with length 2A

Figure 5.24 Element similarity function.
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Figure 5.28 One - element approximation of first ■ part with 
length L of cUrves.

Figure 5.29 Two element approximation of first part with 
length L of curves.

Figure 5.30 Infinitesimal approximation of first part 
with length J, of both curves.
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curve 3

b—H1 R

Figure 5.31 Three different curves all part of a circle

Figure 5.32 Mirroring of curves.



THE SIMILARITY VALUE IS: 10000 
CHIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE)

Figure 5.33 Similarity between a curve and itself.
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THE SIMILARITY UALUE IS: 0.5968 
CHIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE)

Figure 5.34 Similarity between two curves.
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THE SIMILARITY UALUE IS: 0.6281 
(HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE)

Figure 5.36 Similarity between two curves (using a shift range of 20Z) applied-to 
the curves of Figure 5.34. )
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THE SIMILARITY VALUE IS: ' 0.5820 
<HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUE)

Figure 5.37 Similarity between two curves (using the shortest curve length)
applied to the curves of Figure 5.34. , .
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APPENDIX A: SPATAVE, AN INTERACTIVE^ IMAGE • PROCESSING AND.PATTERN 

RECOGNITION PROGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FLUID FLOW 

‘ PATTERNS ' t

In this appendix, the main structure of • the program "SPATAVE" 

(for SPATia1 AVEraging) is presented. For a more detailed
t J

description, see Kerstens (1985). The program is written in 

FORTRAN 77 and runs on a VAX 11/780 computer equipped with VS11 

color monitors. For tHs program the display is divided mto 

three parts (so-called windows). The first'window has a yellow 

border and is displayed in the upper right corner. This window 

will display all the curves (original, averaged, and smoothed 

curves). The second window is positioned at the bottom of the o 

display and has a blue border. In this window all program messages 

will be displayed. The third window also has a blue border and is 

positioned at the left of -the first window. This window is Vor 

future use (display of additional data or menus). There is also 

an invisible fourth window (with no border). This is used for full 

screen displays (in which case the curves are shown on the'whole 

screen and the other^ widows are removed from the scr&sh). The 

windows are shown in Figure Al.

The set-up of the program is best understood by-looking at 

Figures A2, A3, and A4. Although these flow charts are not 

exhaustive, they do contain all the necessary information. The flow 

chart of the main routine is displayed In Figure A2. The
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initialization block sets -a number.of variables to their initial 

values and calculates some basic parameters fo,r each curve that 

is an input. After some scaling (the user can pick the' scaling* 

factor and the center of display) the program will.ask the user if 

he wants to display complete frames (a frame is a single image 

containing several curves and is obtained from one video image 

taken at a particular point in time). If the user decides to use 

this option, the program will execute routine A. The program will 

now ask the user if he wants to display just a single curve. Again 

the user can decide to do so in which case the program will run 

routine A'. The next option that is offered is averaging of complete 

frames. The following option is averaging of a single curve on « 

several different frames. The final option makes it possible for 

the user to average an arbitrary set of curves that can, but do 

not have to be, on a single' . frame. Finally, the user can jump back 

to.the beginning of the program and do some further processing.

The program is set up to give the user maximum flexibility 

while still making it possible to get some quick results. Infact, 

speed of operation decreases if one goes down in the , fLo# chart 

while flexibility increases. So if one wants to average complete 

frames, the results can be obtained quickly. However, - if one wants 

to pick each of the curves that should be averaged (Increased 

flexibility), one has to do so by selecting the curves one by one 

(decreased speed). ’
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Figure A3 shows how the fretaes and curves are displayec^ 

(routines A and A'). Among other things one can clear the window, 

change the color of the next curve/frame (in fact change the shade 

of green), and do a similarity test. This can be repeated as 

many'times as desired. .

Figure AA shows how the frames and curves are averaged.

Among other things one can again clear the window, average the . 

curves/frames, smooth the curves/frames,and calculate similarity 

values by picking some of the displayed curves. Again, this can
. X.

be repeated as many times as desired. ✓

The reader should note that any of the following can be done 

with the program SPATAVE in its current state:

- display any frame(s) (with or without clearing the screen)

- display any curve(s) (with or without clearing the screen)

- smooth any curve(s) (original or averaged)

- average any of the original curves (on the same or on

different frame^)

- calculate the correlation/similarity value between any of the

displayed curves/frames (original, smoothed, or averaged)

With these capabilities, the program SPATAVE should be a useful 

tool in the analysis of fluid flows.
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